Comments on the linear Transverse Coupl in9
Introduction
One of the most troublesome phenomena during the commissioning of synchrotrons is the linear horizontal-vertical coupling. Because of its linear nature, one can in principle obtain the analytical solution provided that all sources of skew quadrupole field are known completely in the entire ring. In spite of this, many standard diagnostic procedures and measurements become rather confus i ng and often 1 ead to wrong conc 1 us ions. The purpose of this note is to expla n some of the simpler relations which are useful in understandi ng measurement of tunes and the amount of coupl i ng.
If all sources of skew quadrupole field are known, one can easily calculate the (4x4) transfer matrix at any point around the ring in (x,x' =dxl ds,y ,y' =dy/ds) phase space and parametri ze the matrix such that there are ten independent quantities to specify he coupled motion completely. This convenient parametrization has been proposed by D. Edwards and L. Teng.1 Of ten parameters, six are needed to specify the uncoupled motion in two eigen-directions (u and v, say) and the remaining four are used to specify the transformation from (u,v) to (x,y). The motion in (x,xi) or in (y,y') phase space is a mixture of two eigentunes, vi and v2' which, in the limit of no coupl ing, reduce to Vx and vy= vi + larger of (vx, vy) v2 + smaller of (vx, vy) Under such circumstances, one must define a measurable quantity which represents the amount of coupling so that it can be, for example, simply rel ated to the parameter K. Si nce thi s quanti ty is to represent the combined effects of many sources, a certain condition must exist in order for this representation to be useful and meaningful. The condition is that, of all Fourier components of the skew field around the ring, only one component is important in describing the coupled motion. This is often referred to as the "single or isolated resonance" approximation.
In the absence of 1 inear coupl ing, assume that two tunes are Vx and 
